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CEMETERY ROSE

HISTORIC ROSE CONFERENCE—OCT 12-14
We’re putting the finishing touches on next month’s Historic Rose Conference. Speakers include Stephen Scanniello, President of the Historic Rose Foundation. We will
learn about the early days of the cemetery and hear from
Fred Boutin, Barbara Oliva and Jean Travis who were instrumental in the founding of our garden. Darrell Schramm
will tell us about roses in early days of California and Linda
Buzzell will speak about Father Schoener, nurseryman and
hybridizer. Gregg Lowery will speak about hybrid china
roses and we’ll hear about the stories behind some of our
found roses. Finally, we’ll look to the future as Fred Boutin
speaks of treasures still to be found and Anita Clevenger
tells us of expectations for the future of the Historic Rose
Garden.
The day-long session includes lunch and a special afternoon
surprise. The three-day event includes a reception and entertaining night-time tour in the cemetery, a dinner Saturday evening (featuring Stephen Scanniello) and garden
tours on Sunday morning.
See page 3 for registration information
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“A VERY REWARDING PASTIME”
by Marty Stroud
I didn't anticipate volunteering at the Old Sacramento City Cemetery Rose Garden; I was merely taking advantage of a class on rose
pruning mentioned in the Sacramento Bee. I had recently purchased a small Folsom home with a pretty intense garden, of which
the primary focus was about fifty Hybrid Tea roses. My recent divorce, coupled with a move from Washington DC, had left me in a
kind of numbed state. Oh, and I had also recently retired. The
newly acquired garden gave me something to do – protect my investment and maintain my primary attraction to the residence - at
least this is what I thought at the time. A restful, peaceful garden
was one of my retirement dreams – without really knowing anything about it.
Of course this was about to change. When I showed up at the small
class taught by Barbara Oliva and Anita Clevenger in December
(Continued on page 8)
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PRIMPING THE PLOTS PARTY
Please plan to join our preparation for perfection prior to the October palaver. On Saturday, October 6 we pledge to prepare our
plots in a special “Primp our Plots” day.
Garden pals will be proud of our pretty, even
pristine plots in the Rose Garden. A picnic
will be provided for plot primpers. Bring your
pruners and prepare to pluck posys, pull
persistent perennials and pick petals.
Okay, enough with the p’s already. We’ll get
started around 9 a.m. and work to prepare
the garden for viewing during the October
Conference. If you can join us, please
RSVP to Bill Harp (will2ret@comcast.net) so
we can plan lunch. Please park across the
street from the main Cemetery gate.
During the conference weekend, visitors will
tour the Rose Garden on Sunday Morning
and we want to look our best. The autumnal
bloom should be about at its peak and this is
our chance to show off this beautiful garden.

Events in the
Historic Rose Garden
Deadheading at Dusk
Monday, September 10
6:00 p.m.
Propagation Class
Kathryn Mackenzie
Saturday, September 15
10:00 a.m.
Historic Rose Conference
October 12-14
See page 1 and page 3
Fall Color in the Rose Garden Tour
Anita Clevenger
Saturday, November 17
HEADLINE
10:00
a.m.
SUB-HEAD.
PruningSUB-HEAD.
Class
SUB-HEAD.December
SUB-HEAD.
Saturday,
1
10:00 a.m.

Come join in the fun!
Comments, questions, concerns
Judy Eitzen, ed
verlaine@citlink.net
685-6634
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SPECIAL EVENT
ROSE GARDEN
PRIMPING PARTY
Come join in on Saturday,
October 6
Starts at 9 a.m.
Bring pruners & gloves
Lunch will be provided
Park across the street
RSVP to Bill Harp
(will2ret@comcast.net)
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HOW THIRSTY IS THIS ROSE?
It depends on its origins...
We recently had a visitor from Fullerton Arboretum in
Orange County. Frank Clark, who volunteers as their
“rose guy,” was impressed by many things in our garden,
but appalled by the circle of dampness surrounding R.
minutifolia, a San Diego and Baja California native which
survives on just a few inches of rain and fog drip in its
native habitat. In our garden, it's a tiny little plant that
drops its leaves a couple of times each season. At Fullerton, it's big and healthy. Frank threatened to turn off its
water, asserting that it should have no summer water at
all. He promised us a replacement if the scrawny little
thing died of thirst, but I wasn't willing to do it. Our air is
much drier in Sacramento, our temperatures hotter, and
our plant has been accustomed to regular water. We
compromised, and greatly reduced the flow of water to
the rose.
Not all roses need the same amount of water. It depends
on how they've evolved.
Unintentionally, we created a row of a dozen roses demonstrating that fact. We planted a variety of climbing and
rambling roses along the Broadway fence in very sandy,
well-drained soil. We added compost when we planted
the roses, mulched them heavily, and have given them
composted manure every winter. They are on manual
controls, and we usually water them every Tuesday.
Some of the roses have done extremely well, and others
have struggled. This June, we forgot to water them for

By Anita Clevenger
several weeks. By the time that we realized it, two roses
were in dire straits. Both were Tea-Noisettes, and had
never been strong growers. The lack of water hit them
hard. “Dr. Hinman,” a probable 'Chromatella,' looked
like it was dying. “Pleasant Hill Cemetery” was not much
better. 'Dr. Rouges,' a climbing Tea, was doing better but
its leaves were scorched and some new growth had died
back. “Spring Street Peppermint,” which has wichurana
in its genes, also had scorched leaves and an infestation
of spider mites. Almost all of the other roses had varying
signs of stress. However, “Moser House Shed Rose,” a
setigera hybrid, did not show any signs of drought. R.
setigera, known as “The Prairie Rose,” is a native American species found in dry, sandy soils.
We began turning on the water twice a week, and new
growth appeared on every rose. They had gone dormant,
and recovered once water was available.
Most of our found roses will survive with little or no summer water, although they usually grow and bloom better
with ample irrigation. Our cemetery roses are watered by
“bubblers,” one of which is installed at the base of every
rose. Other than the fence roses, they are on batteryoperated timers, set to water one day a week. When the
Sacramento water department audited the cemetery's
water use, they told us that our roses were underwatered!
(Continued on page 5)

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
Tickets for the Historic Rose Garden Fall Conference
may be purchased online from Brown Paper Tickets:
http://www.brownpapertickets.com/
event/243971
There are three events, ticketed separately:
• Friday evening reception at the Cemetery: $25.00
• Saturday conference at the California Auto Museum: $125.00
• Saturday evening dinner at the Museum: $30.00
The California Auto Museum is located at 2200 Front
Street. The Cemetery is located at 1000 Broadway;
parking is available across the street.
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BURKE FAMILY PLOT
Last winter, I got an alarming call. Descendants of
the Burke family were coming to the cemetery to
“clean up” the family plot. We rose garden volunteers often don't remember the plot names, but I did
recall this one, which has a handsome granite
monument and is graced by two Alba roses,
'Maxima' and 'Semi-plena.' I raced to the cemetery
to meet the family, hoping to convince them these
somewhat ungainly, colonizing roses were doing
quite well without traditional pruning or cleaning.

Nancy Dill with granddaughters
Kara Links and Emily Owensby

There, I met John Albert Burke's great-greatgranddaughter, Nancy Dill, and her granddaughters,
Kara Links and Emily Owensby. Kara was completing a college project, with the plot clean-up a centerpiece to her efforts. Together, we evaluated what
needed to be done, and the girls pulled weeds and
tidied the plot. There has been some subsidence in
the plot, and we agreed some extra soil needed to be
added. Nancy and I sat and talked, and I learned of
her family's long history in the Sacramento area.
John A. Burke, a native of Ireland, arrived in San
Francisco on March 1, 1850. 1 He mined “with moderate success” at Mormon Island until his wife Sarah
and son Francis arrived on the S. S. Golden Gate on
May 22, 1852. The Burkes then started a boarding
house in Sacramento. In 1854 they settled in the
country on the Sutter Grant, finally locating on 310
acres on the “Freeport Road three and a half miles
from town.” 2 The floods of 1861-62 “almost covered
his farm with water.” Mr. Burke lost fencing and
some farm animals. A “great abundance of furniture, lumber and other goods was lodged upon his
farm and afterwards identified by the owners,” in4

by Anita Clevenger
cluding a “pair of pantaloons that was recognized by
one who said he thought he out to know them, as he
was married in them
three times!”
John A. Burke died in
1884 from his injuries
when his horse ran
away and tossed him
out of a buggy along
Riverside Blvd.
No
record remains of
what Mr. Burke had
been doing that evening, but family legend is that he was
coming home after
drinking with his buddies
downtown.
(“After all, he was
Irish,” Nancy says.)
He died in rooms
above
the
Union
Brewery at Twentieth
and C Streets.
Mrs. Burke died in 1906 and was buried next to her
husband, along with their
daughter, Sarah, who died
as a young child in 1857.
Also in the family plot is a
grandson, Howard B.
Burke, and his wife, Emily
(Nancy's grandparents).
E. Bernice Morrow, Howard's daughter, is also buried in this plot.
Originally, the plot marker
was a marble stone that
deteriorated and broke
when Howard was buried.
His wife, Emily, ordered a
replacement from Ruhkala
Monument Company 3,
leaving room on the stone
for her inscription.
(Continued on page 5)
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BURKE, con’t.

THIRSTY, con’t.

(Continued from page 4)

(Continued from page 3)

Alba roses have a long history in the British Isles,
and so does the Burke family. Sarah Chandler
Burke was a descendant of John Alden and
Priscilla Mullins, who arrived at Plymouth Rock
on the Mayflower in 1620.
Sitting with Nancy, the names on the headstones
and the people buried in the plots came to life.
She remembers visiting the family plot from the
time that she was a little girl, and the grandmother
who now rests there, too. Looking over the cemetery, she sees the names of other early pioneers
whose lives were entwined with her family's. History lives in our cemetery, but so do modern-day
family and community ties, and memories which
are passed along through the generations

Because we believe in growing our roses in a waterefficient way, we have stuck to our watering schedule and
accepted that we will have some summer dormancy.
When I visited Japan, I was struck by R. hirtula, a rose
sometimes classified as a subspecies of R. roxburghii.
Most astonishing was how it grows like a tree, with striking exfoliating bark and bristly hips. However, its preference for stream banks was also a revelation. I had always
pictured R. roxburghii as a desert rose, but learned that
it, too, prefers riparian settings. We planted R. roxburghii normalis several years ago in a spot where its
irrigation head dribbled constantly throughout its first
summer. I thought that all of the moisture would damage
the rose, but instead it grew very quickly. Apparently, it
felt right at home in the damp soil.
Another cemetery rose that is thriving in damp conditions is a Bourbon rose, 'Souv. de la Malmaison.” It's in a
plot which tends to flood when watered and also gets
some extra irrigation from nearby sprinklers. The rose
blooms and blooms and blooms. We don't often find
Bourbon roses in the old, dry cemeteries. Is it because
they weren't popular in pioneer days, or did they not survive without summer water?

————————about the family and other early Sacramento families can be found in the History of
Sacramento County, published by Thompson
& West in 1880 and available at the Sacramento
Room of the Central Library and the California
Room of the State Library.
1 Information

2 ibid,

this quote and further quotes.

Ruhkala Monument Company is still in business
and is located across Broadway from the Cemetery. They specialize in historical monument repair as well as making monuments for new burials.

Stressed roses are less healthy roses, more prone to fungal diseases such as powdery mildew, and more susceptible to severe insect damage. When choosing and caring
for roses, it's good to consider what type they are, and
how much water they demand. China roses tend to perform well with minimal water, as do noisettes. Tea roses
enter summer dormancy, but spring back to life when the
days shorten and autumn rains begin. Many modern
roses such as Hybrid Tea and English roses suffer if they
aren't watered regularly.
In the cemetery garden, it's hard to give each rose individual attention, although we can adjust the flow of irrigation heads to some degree. Our garden is a good demonstration of how different roses perform when they are
planted in sandy soil, well-mulched, and watered deeply
once a week. Most of them do fine. Some, of course, do
better than others, depending on their ancestry.
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Many thanks to volunteer Chuck Hatch, who has monitored the irrigation system and worked with the Sheriff's
Work Project irrigation crew to keep it operating as well
as possible.
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HOW A ROSE FOUND ITS FAMILY

by Kathryn Mackenzie

One of the primary missions of the Historic Rose
Garden in Sacramento’s Old City Cemetery is to explore the history of roses in California by collecting,
studying and preserving old and abandoned roses
found in cemeteries, around old homesteads, and
along country roads. Historic Rose Garden volunteers look forward to rose rustling trips to historic
locations in California in hopes of finding roses to
preserve and share in the Historic Rose Garden.
When another volunteer, Liz Hall, and I went rose
rustling in June of 2008 in an old
foothills cemetery, we never
dreamed that one rose we propagated would connect a family to a
piece of their heritage.

of the Pulich family arrived in California before
1900. The Pulich children buried in the plot where
“Pulich Children” rose was found would have been
about the same age as Robin’s grandparents.
Robin’s grandmother, the oldest of 7 children, left
for America at age 20 from a small village in Croatia,
walking nine miles to the boat. Her grandfather
Nick had come to America a few years earlier to
work in the gold mines. Robin’s sister, who has
compiled records of their relatives (the “Field Guide
to the Relatives”), had researched their family tree
back to 1850-1860, but had
not found any record of a
Pulich relative coming from
Croatia to California in the
1880s. With the help of
cousins still in Croatia,
Robin set on the path to
link the Pulich children to
her family.

Liz and I took cuttings of several
roses in a churchyard cemetery
that summer and propagated several plants from the “Pulich Children” rose, which we named after
the only headstone in the large
plot. The double headstone contains two names side by side,
Michell Pulich, who died at age 4
months in 1883, and Jonnie
Pulich, who died at 1 ½ years of
age in 1888. No other Pulich
headstones were nearby, and the
census records of the time do not
include these children or any of
the Pulich family.
Robin Pulich, who lives in the Bay Area, grew up
spending many weekends with her grandmother,
Stella, who, with her husband Nick Pulich, owned
the City Nursery on Columbia Avenue in Stockton.
Robin inherited her love of roses from her grandmother after many walks in the Victory Park rose
garden that her grandfather planted as the landscaper of the park. About a week before the 2009
Open Garden at the Old City Cemetery, Robin was
perusing the rose sales catalog online when she happened upon the “Pulich Children” rose.
Robin was awestruck and could not believe what she
was reading. Her family had no knowledge that any
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Robin purchased three of
the “Pulich Children” roses
at the Open Garden for her
family. She describes the
scent as sweet, similar to
that of “Glendora,” which is
a damask perpetual also
known as “Aunt Sally” and
“Portland from Glendora,”
and also identified as possibly ‘Joasine Hanet’, a medium pink Portland rose introduced in 1847 by Jean
-Pierre Vibert.
The “Pulich Children” rose, however, is a much deeper pink with darker violet shading.
Excited about their rose discovery, Robin and her
husband decided to drive up to the foothills after
Open Garden since they were already half way there
from the Bay Area. According to Robin, “The Pulich
children rose was covered with buds, but none had
opened yet. I sat down at the corner of the plot and
contemplated the headstone for the two children,
(Continued on page 9)
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MAINTENANCE REPORT
While the rest of the United States suffered through
the hottest spring and summer on record, Sacramento enjoyed surprisingly mild weather. Temperatures finally hit triple digits for a few days in
July and for a longer period in August, but we've
been spared the usual summer inferno.
We believe that clement weather is why the Hybrid
Perpetuals have done so well this year. In the cool,
damp springs of 2010 and 2011, many of them had
so much rust that it looked like somebody had spray
-painted them orange. While “rust buckets” like
'Paul Neyron' and 'Baron de Bonstetton' still had
some splotches of rust on their leaves, they have
grown and bloomed much better this year.
Rosarians agree that dubbing this class of roses
“perpetual” was wishful thinking at best, and false
advertising at worst.
A better description is
“remontant,” which simply means flowering more
than once in a season. Generally, Hybrid Perpetuals
bloom in the spring and fall. This year's August
flush has been a bonus.
We were especially pleased to see “Coulterville Red”
growing and blooming vigorously. This beautiful
red rose, perhaps 'J. B. Clark,' has been lost from its
original foothill location. We and Gregg Lowery
have taken cuttings of this rose in the hopes of ensuring its survival by getting a plant into the San
Jose Heritage Rose Garden, growing it in the Vin-

by Anita Clevenger
tage rose collection, and entering it into commerce.
Gregg reports the good news that his cuttings have
rooted.
Summer is the time of repetitive tasks: checking irrigation, deadheading, mowing, weeding and trimming. The Sheriff's Work Project crew has begun
dividing and trimming some of the iris, too.
We
usually work on a few of the once-blooming roses
and cut out dead and selected old wood from many
of the others. While “pruning season” is in the winter, summer is a good time to rejuvenate plants by
removing unproductive old canes.
We put black plastic on a grassy plot along Eglantine, and will pile mulch on it to kill off the Bermuda
grass completely. This will give us room to plant
several more roses. We've cleared out the Escallonia
and other shrubs that grew behind the Hayden mausoleum in the Broadway Bed, and plan to add half a
dozen irrigation heads to the fence line so we can
grow more climbing roses. It's always fun to select
and plant new roses.
We're hopeful that we can tidy up the garden even
more in preparation for the October conference. We
are planning to make a concerted effort during a
“Primping Party” on Oct 13, but we could use extra
help on any Tuesday or Saturday workday. Call me
at 715-7294 if you have any questions.

Headstone from site where
“Pulich Children” was found.
(photo by Liz Hall)

I have a garden of my own,
But so with roses overgrown,
And lilies, that you would guess
To be a little wilderness.
Andrew Marvell, English poet (1621-1678)
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PASTIME, con’t.
(Continued from page 1)

2007, I was merely taking a step in what was to become a very rewarding pastime. The class was expertly run, but I still felt ill prepared to start hacking
away at my rather expensive investments. I have to
add that this was a reflection of my nature rather
than a fault of the class. I have never exhibited over
confidence at any new endeavor. So when they offered their continued expert training for the price of
volunteering, I jumped at the chance.
Well. I have been at it now for more than five years.
At first I was volunteering once, sometimes twice a
week. That changed when the city budget limited
the cemetery hours and the volunteer window conflicted with my other activities. So I currently show
up about three times per month for about three
hours. One really nice aspect of the garden is that I
don't ever have to show up, and I do only when it
works for me. I really look forward to it for so many
reasons.
I have certainly not become a rose expert. I hardly
know the names of any of the more than four hundred mostly heritage roses in the garden. Nor do I
really know the difference between a “China”, “Tea”,
or any of the various European varieties. While I do
find this all interesting, my mind has had enough of
data storage during my working career years. As
most people are attracted to roses as beautiful as
they are, I had no idea of the variations. The shapes
and styles of the flowers far exceed the customary
Hybrid Tea varieties to which we have become so
accustomed. Imagine one with the scent of clover,
or one of my favorites that reminds me of Sauvignon
Blanc wine. However, while I am intrigued and
amazed with all the different roses, their shapes,
scents, colors, configurations, etc. this is not what
keeps me coming back.
One big reason is the sense of accomplishment.
There are many different styles to the way heritage
roses grow. Hybrid Tea roses are pretty much the
same – at least this is my synopsis. But heritage
roses are almost individualistic in their growth patterns. So I find them very challenging to prune.
First I take out the dead branches. By the time this
is completed, hopefully a connection begins to de8

velop – what does this plant want? Or perhaps it's
what do I want to do with this particular rose?
Whatever the process, I find it very gratifying. I do
know that when I begin, I feel absolutely no sense of
what to do with this plant – no ability to proceed –
except to take out the obvious dead branches.
Somewhere in the process a knowing takes over that
guides me to very confidently proceed to the end. Of
course I did not have this ability at the beginning,
and perhaps it does not show up with every rose.
But I love the feeling of having cleaned up a rose,
knowing that it is happy, and that I have made its
life better for a year or so. I remember Barbara alluding to connecting to the rose during the pruning
process in that first class. While I didn't doubt her
at the time, I really did doubt that I would ever have
such a feeling.
I believe this feeling is new for me – while not completely limited to roses, the pruning process certainly did help me in its development. I have always
had a primary interest in personal self growth. And
I had noticed early in the pruning that I seemed to
need outside validation. Was I doing this right? Did
I remove too much? This is migrating to a sense
that since the projects keep coming, I must be doing
okay. And there is also that new found inner knowledge that I am learning to trust in this process. Who
knew “personal growth through rose pruning” was
one of the possibilities?
I really enjoy the camaraderie - working with the
other volunteers has been a gift for me. Moving
across the country leaving behind twenty years of
friends and associates, especially after a divorce,
was more difficult than I imagined. Of course I
needed some way to reconnect with people, since I
had moved away from most of the ones I had
known. My nature was to make this a big deal,
rather than just going out and starting the process.
The volunteer group became one of the ways that I
started re-establishing normal human contact.
Some of the volunteers are master gardeners, so this
is their passion. However, many like me just enjoy
some aspect(s) of the process. Working with these
people has been a joy. Often times the pruning entails working with one or two other individuals, so
(Continued on page 9)
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the accompanying conversations can and do go everywhere and anywhere. All of these people are interesting with many varied interests. However they
all share a commitment to improving the garden
and making it a beautiful place. Working with such
passionate people is infectious and very satisfying. I
continually feel blessed that I just happened into
this collection of fascinating people.
I didn't always enjoy working alone, but occasionally
I take on a long neglected wall of thorns. Crawling
underneath and meticulously cleaning out the
weeds, old leaves, dead wood, and eliminating the
rubbing branches – slowly bringing fresh air back
into the new growth and finishing by shaping the
bush and removing the long stalks from the pathways. It's not all pruning. Other individual job possibilities include climbing a ladder and tying up long
stalks away from pathways. Some of my career life
entailed working alone but was never as satisfying.
The last thing I want to mention has something to
do again with the other volunteers. This is a sense
of pride in what we collectively are accomplishing.
This particular garden is trying to collect an example
of any rose that was brought into California via settlers, coupled with collecting heritage roses. Roses
are very hardy, so many are still around to be found.
However, as development progresses, the window
for discovery diminishes. There are many aspects to
maintaining a volunteer-run garden, fund raising,
negotiating with local government, running the water system, to name a few that are not just caring for
the roses. Every time I show up to do my part, I
can't help but feel excited by this army of workers
that are accomplishing so much.
I am not trying to imply that pruning roses is something that everyone would enjoy. Rather, taking a
step to volunteer for anything that you might be
drawn to for any reason could turn out to be much
more gratifying than you could ever imagine. I have
never had so much fun and never would have imagined such a possibility with something I knew little
about.

PULICH, con’t
(Continued from page 6)

which had two roses carved on it above each
child’s name, and a lamb, minus its head, carved
at the top. I found myself wondering whether
their father was my grandmother’s sibling or
cousin, or even uncle, and wondering what
brought the Pulich pioneers here and how they
fared.”
Soon after her trip to the cemetery, Robin and her
family were able to trace the identity of the Pulich
children. Robin’s sister found some old handwritten notes she had taken many years ago when she
went to Croatia. They learned that Robin’s greatgrandfather, Steppo, who adopted Robin’s grandfather Nick, had a brother named Ivo. Ivo came to
California to work in the gold mines and changed
his name to John.
John married a Cornish
woman named Harriet and their first
two
children,
Michell and Jonnie,
are the two children
buried in the cemetery.
The Pulich
children’s
grandparents (Harriet’s
parents) were the
Warrens, who are
buried in the plot
next to the children.
John and Harriet had other children, among them
Ray and George. Ray went into the nursery business with Robin’s grandfather Nick in Stockton.
So the mystery of the Pulich children rose has now
been solved. The Pulich children were cousins of
Robin’s grandfather.
Various individuals have speculated on a possible
identification for “Pulich Children”. It appears to be a
Hybrid Perpetual, but could be a Bourbon. One suggestion is that it is ‘Dr. Jamain’.
Perhaps conference attendees might look it over
and suggest an identification in October...ed.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Autumn Bloom
Remontant, recurrent, repeat
flowering, Autumn flush—
whatever you call it, it’s time
to get ready for Fall.
Disbud and deadhead roses
now to encourage a late September/October flush of
blooms.
Then plan to spend time enjoying this special time of year
with stronger fragrances,
deeper colors and colorful foliage on your roses.

Deadheading at Dusk
Monday, September 10—6:00 p.m.
Propagation Class
Kathryn Mackenzie
Saturday, September 15—10:00 a.m.
Historic Rose Conference
October 12-14—page 1 and page 3
Fall Color in the Rose Garden Tour
Anita Clevenger
November 17—10:00 a.m.
Pruning Class
December 1—10:00 a.m.

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 3, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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